
MAXLS is the premier data management 
tool for end-users. It is a fully integrated 
and embedded spreadsheet UI. MAXLS 
makes data entering, editing, and loading
easiereasier and quicker than any other product 
in the marketplace. No need for custom 
software, pricey scripts, or buying 
features that are never used! With 
MAXLS, your entire organization can 
enjoy faster, easier, and better work 
management

Premier Data Management Add-On 
for IBM® Maximo®

Directly edit multiple elds in 
just one tab

Embedded spreadsheet UI 
in any application

Enables use of Microsoft 
Excel with Maximo®

Maintains security and 
business rules

Two powerful software systems: 
MaximoMaximo with Excel. IBM® Maximo® 
users can manage large amounts of 
data with a completely integrated and 
fully embedded functional tab within 
any Maximo application. Maximo users 
can work on their business data in 
Microsoft® Excel® and then use the 
cocopy & paste function for mass data 
uploading and importing Excel into 
Maximo. Modified data is clearly 
identified for quick and easy review. 
Data simulation, syntax checking, and 
business rules validation ensure data 
integrity and security. Using Maximo 
withwith Excel helps your Maximo users 
work more efficiently.

LEVERAGE MAXIMO WITH EXCEL
for everyday maximo users

BUILT-IN ERROR CHECKING

www.maxls-dataload.com

MAXLS error checks data by catching 
any MBO, syntax, or security rules 
errors or invalidations. MAXLS 
pinpoints where the errors are, 
quickly allowing the IBM Maximo 
user to find and correct the data 
error directly within MAXLS

LICENSING

MAXLS is offered as a perpetual 
license for your entire organization 
and for unlimited users. The license 
also includes free configuration, 
installation, training, support, and 
upgrades in Year 1. In Year 2, 
continued services cost 20% of 
originaloriginal add-on price. Even if you 
choose not to continue support & 
upgrade services in Year 2, you 
continue to have the add-on under 
the perpetual license. 45-day 
money-back guarantee.+
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BUSINESSMISSION STATEMENT

MAXLS Data Management is the 
premier essential IBM Maximo add-on
product for mass information load. It 
enables you to import, update, upload
and direct edits of asset and MRO 
specifics. Think Maximo with Excel.

2100 Avenue Terry Fox, Suite 302A,
Laval, QC, H7T 3B8, Canada.
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